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 Web

   Connor saw a web. 

   It was a cool web. 

   “I saw a web,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool web,” he 

said.
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 Gem

   Connor saw a gem. 

   It was a cool gem. 

   “I saw a gem,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool gem,” he 

said.
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 Pen

   Connor saw a pen. 

   It was a cool pen. 

   “I saw a pen,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool pen,” he 

said.
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Net

   Connor saw a net. 

   It was a cool net. 

   “I saw a net,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool net,” he 

said.
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 Jet

   Connor saw a jet. 

   It was a cool jet. 

   “I saw a jet,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool jet,” he 

said.
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 Wig

   Connor saw a wig. 

   It was a cool wig. 

   “I saw a wig,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool wig,” he 

said.
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 Bin

   Connor saw a bin. 

   It was a cool bin. 

   “I saw a bin,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool bin,” he 

said.
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Fin

   Connor saw a fin. 

   It was a cool fin. 

   “I saw a fin,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool fin,” he 

said.
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 Pin

   Connor saw a pin. 

   It was a cool pin. 

   “I saw a pin,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool pin,” he 

said.
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 Rod

   Connor saw a rod. 

   It was a cool rod. 

   “I saw a rod,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool rod,” he 

said.
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 Log

   Connor saw a log. 

   It was a cool log. 

   “I saw a log,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool log,” he 

said.
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 Mop

   Connor saw a mop. 

   It was a cool mop. 

   “I saw a mop,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool mop,” he 

said.
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 Top

   Connor saw a top. 

   It was a cool top. 

   “I saw a top,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool top,” he 

said.
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 Cot

   Connor saw a cot. 

   It was a cool cot. 

   “I saw a cot,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool cot,” he 

said.
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 Pot

   Connor saw a pot. 

   It was a cool pot. 

   “I saw a pot,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool pot,” he 

said.
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   Connor saw a box. 

   It was a cool box. 

   “I saw a box,” said 

Connor. 

   “It was a cool box,” he 

said.
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